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Previous studies suggest that a large part of the variability in the atmospheric ratio of
originates from carbon exchange with the terrestrial biosphere rather than
with the oceans. Since this variability is used to quantitatively partition the total carbon
sink, we here investigate the contribution of interannual variability (IAV) in biospheric
exchange to the observed atmospheric 13 C variations. We use the Simple Biosphere Carnegie-Ames-Stanford Approach biogeochemical model, including a detailed isotopic
fractionation scheme, separate 12 C and 13 C biogeochemical pools, and satellite-observed
fire disturbances. This model of 12 CO2 and 13 CO2 thus also produces return fluxes of
13 CO from its differently aged pools, contributing to the so-called disequilibrium flux.
2
Our simulated terrestrial 13 C budget closely resembles previously published model
results for plant discrimination and disequilibrium fluxes and similarly suggests that
variations in C3 discrimination and year-to-year variations in C3 and C4 productivity are
the main drivers of their IAV. But the year-to-year variability in the isotopic
disequilibrium flux is much lower (1! = ˙1.5 PgC ! yr–1 ) than required
(˙12.5 PgC ! yr–1 ) to match atmospheric observations, under the common assumption
of low variability in net ocean CO2 fluxes. This contrasts with earlier published results. It
is currently unclear how to increase IAV in these drivers suggesting that SiBCASA still
misses processes that enhance variability in plant discrimination and relative C3 /C4
productivity. Alternatively, 13 C budget terms other than terrestrial disequilibrium fluxes,
including possibly the atmospheric growth rate, must have significantly different IAV in
order to close the atmospheric 13 C budget on a year-to-year basis.
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1. Introduction
13

12

[2] Measured atmospheric CO2 and its C/ C ratio
(expressed as ı 13 C in !) are complementary and have been
combined to estimate net oceanic and terrestrial exchange at
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the Earth’s surface [e.g., Tans et al., 1993; Ciais et al., 1995;
Francey et al., 1995; Fung et al., 1997; Joos and Bruno,
1998; Rayner et al., 2008]. The ratio of the 13 C and 12 C stable
isotopes provide an additional constraint on the net global
carbon uptake from the atmosphere by either the terrestrial
biosphere or by the ocean, given that each flux discriminates
slightly differently against the heavier 13 C isotope of CO2 .
This process is called “isotopic fractionation” or discrimination and gives terrestrial and oceanic carbon exchange its
own isotopic signature and its own distinct influence on the
atmospheric ı 13 C ratio.
[3] But the use of atmospheric ı 13 C to partition the ocean
and land uptake requires reasonably detailed knowledge of
other processes in the 13 C budget. Special attention must
for instance be directed to the isotopic disequilibrium flux
[Tans, 1980; Tans et al., 1993], which stems from differences in isotopic composition between “old” carbon released
from oceanic and terrestrial reservoirs and the current atmosphere. The continuing depletion of atmospheric ı 13 C by
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the addition of 13 C depleted fossil CO2 (also known as the
Suess effect; Suess [1955]) causes the atmosphere to be
relatively isotopically light compared to the “old” carbon
that is released from the reservoirs. In addition to this lowfrequency component of disequilibrium flux, year-to-year
changes in fractionation resulting from either C3 -only and/or
C3 :C4 productivity changes can induce interannual variability (IAV) in disequilibrium flux [e.g., Scholze et al., 2008;
Alden et al., 2010].
[4] Close attention must also be paid to seasonal and
spatial variations of C3 and C4 plant isotopic fractionation.
Variations in C3 fractionation are controlled by stomatal
opening and closing, which are typically modeled as being
driven by leaf-atmosphere water vapor gradients. Fractionation during photosynthesis can be accounted for by simulating the leaf interior CO2 as a function of assimilation
and stomatal conductance, as in the studies of Lloyd and
Farquhar [1994] and Fung et al. [1997]. In recent studies, more detailed process descriptions have been used to
estimate plant fractionation [e.g., Kaplan et al., 2002; Suits
et al., 2005; Scholze et al., 2003, 2008]. Scholze et al.
[2003, 2008] developed in the Lund-Potsdam-Jena dynamic
vegetational model (LPJ), a terrestrial cycling framework
of CO2 and 13 CO2 that included year-to-year changes in
both isotopic fractionation and disequilibrium fluxes. They
found that IAV in 13 C exchange was controlled by fractionation changes caused by climate variability and productivity
(GPP) shifts between areas dominated by C3 or C4 vegetation. Fires and land use change contributed only on the
longer time scales, which are relevant for the disequilibrium fluxes. If these were ignored, though, the partitioning
of net carbon fluxes from atmospheric CO2 and ı 13 C in a
traditional “double-deconvolution” [e.g., Ciais et al., 1995]
method would change by 1 PgC yr–1 .
[5] When isotopic fractionation and low-frequency disequilibrium fluxes (and fossil fuel emissions) are properly
accounted for, double deconvolution (separating land and
ocean uptake based on CO2 and ı 13 C observations) can be
a method for separating the average net ocean and net land
uptake fluxes over longer time scales. In contrast, the yearto-year variability on these estimated net fluxes is more
problematic: when only net biosphere and net ocean fluxes
are estimated in a double deconvolution, the resulting IAV
on ocean fluxes is much larger than bottom-up ocean models
support [Winguth et al., 1994; Le Quere et al., 2003]. This
unrealistically large ocean variability anticorrelates with the
estimated IAV in terrestrial fluxes from this method, which
are needed to match the observed variability in ı 13 C. Alden
et al. [2010] recently addressed this unrealistic outcome of
the IAV in traditional double-deconvolution estimates and
suggested that under the common assumption of low IAV
of ocean exchange, the terrestrial disequilibrium flux instead
could be given large IAV to match the year-to-year changes
in the atmospheric ı 13 C. Thus, the ocean and terrestrial biosphere net flux variability would be identical to our best
estimates from CO2 -only based estimates and process model
simulations. This explanation of atmospheric ı 13 C variability from Alden et al., along with the traditional one from
Ciais et al., is visually illustrated in Figure 1b and further
explained in section 3.1. In addition, Randerson et al. [2002]
suggested that if IAV in terrestrial C3 fractionation covaries
with IAV in GPP (e.g., better growth conditions along with

stronger fractionation), smaller year-to-year changes in net
ocean and land fluxes are needed to explain the atmospheric
ı 13 C variability.
[6] In this study, we examine the extent to which these
previous findings by Alden et al. [2010], Randerson et al.
[2002], and Scholze et al. [2003] are supported by a new
bottom-up terrestrial biosphere model. Like the model of
Scholze et al. [2008], it incorporates a detailed description
of the exchange of 12 C and 13 C with the atmosphere from
hourly to decadal time scales. We specifically focus our analysis on the interannual variability of the 13 C fluxes produced
by our model and what they imply for the variability of net
terrestrial CO2 fluxes if we try to close the 13 C/12 C budgets in
a double-deconvolution approach. Inevitably, this warrants
a closer look at the IAV of the terrestrial disequilibrium flux
because of its key role in this estimation and supposed large
variability [Alden et al., 2010]. But can the terrestrial biosphere really cause that much variability (research question
1)? Can the covariation between GPP and terrestrial isotopic fractionation indeed contribute to atmospheric ı 13 C
variability as suggested by Randerson et al. [2002] (research
question 2)? And if not, then what process should be reconsidered to close the 13 C budget from the point of view of
interannual variability (research question 3)?

2. Methodology
2.1. SiBCASA Model
[7] Previous efforts led to the development of the
SiBCASA model, which combines photosynthesis and biophysical processes from the SiB (Simple Biosphere) model
version 3 with carbon biogeochemical processes from the
Carnegie-Ames-Stanford Approach model [Schaefer et al.,
2008]. Meteorological driver data are provided by the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting
(ECMWF) from 2000 up to 2008. SiBCASA calculates at
10 min time steps and on a spatial resolution of 1ı ! 1ı
the surface energy, water, and CO2 fluxes and predicts the
moisture content and temperature of the canopy and soil
[Sellers et al., 1996]. In an iterative process, the uptake
of carbon is calculated by the Ball-Berry stomatal conductance model [Collatz et al., 1991] in combination with a
C3 enzyme kinetic model [Farquhar et al., 1980] and a C4
photosynthesis model [Collatz et al., 1992]. Subsequently,
the CO2 concentration ratio between the leaf chloroplast and
atmosphere is determined in this coupled framework.
[8] These ratios are further used in a modified version
of the fractionation scheme [Farquhar, 1983; Lloyd and
Farquhar, 1994; Suits et al., 2005] to calculate at each time
step a gradient-weighted C3 plant fractionation factor "C3 :
!
"
Cs – Ci
+ "s
Ca
"
! "
!
$ Ci – Cc
#
Cc
+ "f
,
+ "diss + "aq
Ca
Ca

"C3 = "b

!

Ca – Cs
Ca

"

(1)

where the C’s represent the partial pressures of CO2 at
canopy air space (Ca ), leaf boundary layer (Cs ), leaf stomata
(Ci ), and chloroplast (Cc ). The isotopic fractionation effects
(") represent the relative reduction of 13 C to 12 C at different uptake stages from canopy air space to leaf chloroplasts.
These stages are as follows: CO2 diffusion from Ca to Cs
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Figure 1. (a) The vector plot of the average rate of change of CO2 and ı 13 C observed in the atmosphere
(black vector pointing to A) and the contributions from the different bottom-up terms from equations (2)
and (4) (add up to point B). The gap between A and B represents the missing mean 27.1 PgC ! yr–1
isoflux in the ı 13 C budget, which could be accounted for by scaling Dbio and Doce . (b) The vector plot of the
IAV (1! 2 ) in the fluxes. Again, observed IAV is depicted by the black vector pointing to C, and the colored
vectors (pointing to D) represent the different terms of the CO2 and ı 13 C budgets. The smallest terms of
the budget are presented as dots. Covariances, largely due to anticorrelation between Nbio and Noce , are
depicted by the orange vectors. Moving the model representation of IAV at point D toward observed IAV
at point C requires either (1) more IAV in the disequilibrium fluxes, shown by the solid vectors, or (2)
more IAV in the land and ocean uptake fluxes shown by the dashed vectors. For the discrimination and
terrestrial disequilibrium fluxes, we used SiBCASA’s ISOVAR simulation.
("b = 2.9!) and CO2 diffusion through Ci ("s = 4.4!),
dissolution of CO2 in mesophyll, and transport to the chloroplast ("diss = 1.1 and "aq = 0.7!, respectively). However,
the largest isotope effect (i.e., the strongest reduction of 13 C
relative to 12 C) is associated with the fixation of CO2 by
the enzyme RuBisCO in the chloroplast ("f = 28.2!). C4
plant discrimination was held constant at "C4 = "s = 4.4!,
and no discrimination was assigned to the respiration fluxes.
The time invariant C3 /C4 plant distribution map is determined from ecosystem modeling, satellite data, and maps of
agriculture [Still et al., 2003].
[9] In the CASA part of the model [Randerson et al.,
1996], we set up 13 biogeochemical pools for total carbon
(12 C + 13 C) and 13 C separately. The assimilated carbon and
13
C are added to two separate storage pools and become
available for plant growth. In subsequent stages, the carbon
is propagated to their own separate live carbon pools, surface
litter pools, and layered soil pools. For each pool, the carbon
stocks are solved as a first-order linear differential equation
depending on gains from other pools, losses to other pools,
and respiration losses due to (heterotrophic) microbial decay
and (autotrophic) plant growth [Schaefer et al., 2008]. SiBCASA now has a semiprognostic canopy, which means that
the leaf pool is prognostic, but the photosynthesis calculations are constrained by remotely sensed absorbed fraction

of photosynthetically active radiation (fPAR). No discrimination effects are considered for transfers of carbon between
pools. The average turnover times, as well as the scaling
factors for temperature, freezing, and moisture, were taken
from the original CASA scheme.
[10] The SiBCASA fire emissions (CO2 and 13 CO2 ) follow the methodology of van der Werf et al. [2003, 2010].
The estimated fire emissions are driven by multiple remotely
sensed burned area products combined in the Global Fire
Emissions Database (GFED) version 3.1 [Giglio et al.,
2010]. Only above ground, fine litter pools and coarse
woody debris at the surface were subject to combustion.
Peat burning [Page et al., 2002] and organic soil carbon
combustion were not taken into account for this publication.
The global averaged biomass burning flux for the period
1991–2007 amounts to 1.82 ˙ 0.17 PgC yr–1 , which is similar to the value of 2.0 PgC yr–1 published by van der Werf
et al. [2010].
2.2. Mass Balance of Atmospheric CO2 and 13 CO2
[11] Atmospheric CO2 and 13 CO2 mole fractions reflect
the sum of several flux terms at the Earth’s surface, and they
can be expressed by two mass balance equations:
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Ca = Fff + Ffire + Nbio + Noce ,
dt

(2)
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d 13
Ca = 13 Fff + 13 Ffire + 13 Nbio + 13 Noce ,
dt

(3)

where Ca represents the mole fraction of atmospheric CO2 ,
Nbio and Noce are the net CO2 exchange fluxes in the terrestrial biosphere and oceans, Fff represents the CO2 emission
due to fossil fuel combustion and cement production, and
Ffire represents the CO2 emission due to biomass burning. The 13 CO2 counterparts are labeled with 13. Because
both atmospheric CO2 and 13 CO2 are conserved quantities,
equations (2) and (3) can be manipulated following Tans et
al. [1993] and give a budget equation expressed as the rate
of change of atmospheric ı 13 C (henceforth ıa ):
Ca

d
ıa = Fff (ıff – ıa ) + Ffire (ıab – ıa )
[emission forcing terms]
dt
+ Nbio (ıab – ıa ) + Noce (ıao – ıa )
[net exchange forcing terms]
+ Fba (ıba – ıab ) + Ffire (ıfire – ıab ) [terrestrial disequilibrium forcing terms]
+ Foa (ıoa – ıao )
[ocean disequilibrium forcing term].

[12] The subscripts ab, ba, ao, and oa denote the direction
of the one-way gross fluxes and isotopic signatures, e.g., Fba
refers to the autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration fluxes
from the terrestrial biosphere to the atmosphere. The isotopic
signatures of the CO2 fluxes (ıxx ) are expressed as ! deviation relative to the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite. Negative ı ’s
indicate that the 13 C/12 C ratio of a given sample is smaller
than the VPDB standard. In assimilated carbon, the isotopic
signature (ıab ) is formulated by
ıab = 1000 !

(NOAA/ESRL). The isotopic analysis of each sample is performed at the University of Colorado Institute of Arctic and
Alpine Research/Stable Isotope Lab (INSTAAR/SIL).
[16] The IAV in the terrestrial disequilibrium forcing
terms of equation (4) simulated in SiBCASA is mainly due
to changes in discrimination and shifts in C3 and C4 productivity propagating into the carbon pools and then reemerging
as respired CO2 and fire CO2 . The mean flux is the consequence of a long-term draw down of the atmospheric
13 12
C/ C ratio due to fossil fuel emissions of isotopically light
CO2 . That makes the older carbon that is released to the

! 13

"
Fab /12 Fab
–
1
" ıa – ".
(13 C/12 C)std

atmosphere richer in 13 C compared to the carbon that is currently taken up by the sinks. For the terrestrial biosphere,
this isotopic difference is designated as the isodisequilibrium forcing coefficient [Alden et al., 2010] and is separately
defined for biological respiration Iba = ıba – ıab and for
biomass burning Ifire = ıfire –ıab . It has a strong control on the
budget equation because the isodisequilibrium coefficient
scales with large gross fluxes [Alden et al., 2010]. The total
isotopic disequilibrium flux from the terrestrial biosphere
Dbio is the following:

(5)

The signatures of the other fluxes are calculated in the same
way, e.g., ıba is calculated by taking the ratio of the 13 C and
12
C fluxes of Fba and reflects the long-term integrated effects
of the changes in atmospheric isotopic composition, in GPP,
in fractionation, in carbon storage, and in respiration.
[13] Note that we split up the term Ffire (ıfire – ıa ) into two
separate terms: Ffire (ıab – ıa ) and Ffire (ıfire – ıab ). The latter
term quantifies the influence of biomass burning to the disequilibrium flux, whereas the former term includes biomass
burning as part of the terrestrial net flux, which scales with
terrestrial fractionation. The main advantage of writing the
isotopic ratio of the fire flux in such a way is that it allows
for calculating ıfire directly from the ratio of the 13 C and 12 C
fluxes of Ffire rather than using an approximation (ıba ).
[14] Equation (4) allows us to distinguish the changes
in the atmospheric isotopic ratios brought by (1) the discrimination processes during the net CO2 exchange in the
terrestrial biosphere and oceans and (2) by an isotopic disparity between the release and uptake of CO2 at Earth’s
surface. As explained in section 1, we are particularly interested if the simulated interannual variability (IAV) on the
right-hand side of the equation can balance the measured
variability on the left-hand side. Incorrect IAV in disequilibrium flux, combined with that observed in the atmosphere,
can lead to wrongly projected variability in net land and,
therefore by residual, in net ocean fluxes.
[15] The global quantities of CO2 and ı 13 C are derived
from a large collection of sampling sites in the Cooperative
Air Sampling Network of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Earth System Research Laboratory

(4)

Dbio = Fba [ıba – ıab ] + Ffire [ıfire – ıab ]
= Fba Iba + Ffire Ifire .

(6)

The global area-weighted averaged Dbio in PgC ! yr–1 is
calculated using SiBCASA output variables:
Dbio =

" n
X

Fba [x] # (ıba [x] – ıab [x]) # GA[x]

+

Ffire [x] # (ıfire [x] – ıab [x]) # GA[x] ! UC,

x=1
n
X
x=1

#

(7)

where the fluxes Fba [x] and Ffire [x] for each grid cell x are
given in µmol m–2 s–1 , where n represents the total number
of land grid cells, where GA[x] is the grid area in m2 for each
grid cell x, and UC is a unit conversion factor to convert
from µmol ! s–1 to PgC ! yr–1 .
[17] Other sources of annual fluxes and isotopic signatures in equation (4) are the following: (1) Fff and ıff ,
compiled from the Carbon Dioxide Information and Analysis Center [Boden et al., 2009] and British Petrol Statistical
Review of World Energy June (2009); (2) Ffire , estimated by
SiBCASA; (3) Noce , estimated by Le Quere et al. [2007];
(4) ocean fractionation # " (ıao – ıa ), kept constant at –2!
[Zhang et al., 1995]; (5) Nbio , the estimated residual from
equation (2); and (6) bottom-up ocean disequilibrium flux
Doce [Alden et al., 2010].
2.3. Reynolds Decomposition on Dbio
[18] Our third research question (which processes contribute most to variability in terrestrial disequilibrium?)
requires a way to separate the yearly fluctuations from the
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Table 1. Description of the Four Different Simulations
Name Simulation

Variable C3 Fractionation

Variable ıa

Fire

Run Time

+
fixed at 19.2!
fixed at 19.2!
+

+
+
fixed ıa
+

+
+
+
–

1851–2008
1851–2008
ISOFIX restart from 1975
1851–2008

ISOVAR
ISOFIX
ISOFIX-FA (fixed atmosphere)
ISOVAR-NF (no fires)

trend for each process that contributes to Dbio in equation (6),
e.g., Fba , Iba , or Ifire . One technique to achieve this separation
is Reynolds decomposition, where for a certain quantity x,
the fluctuating part is separated from the mean: i.e., x = x0 +x
[Reynolds, 1895]. Applying a Reynolds decomposition on
equation (6) gives us in total eight terms:
Dbio + D0bio = Fba Iba + Fba I0ba + F0ba Iba + F0ba I0ba

+ Ffire Ifire + Ffire I0fire + F0fire Ifire + F0fire I0fire .

(8)

To let D0bio represent the year-to-year changes on short time
scales rather than decadal changes in the mean, we let Dbio
include a linear trend over a time period (for this study,
1991–2007). Although the sum of the eight Reynolds terms
characterize Dbio completely, the total variance in Dbio is
equal to the sum of variances of each of the eight terms plus
all their possible covariances according to the following:
VAR(Dbio ) =

8 X
8
X

COV(Xi Xj ).

(9)

i=1 j=1

Applying this to equation (8) gives a total of 64 (co-)variance
terms. These terms placed in a covariance matrix allows us
a quick analysis of the major contributing terms of the total
variability, both the variance of the single terms, as well as
the covariances between terms. With the summation of the
appropriate terms, we can isolate specific drivers of variability in Dbio . For instance, the variance caused by changes only
in the isodisequilibrium coefficient (Fba I0ba ) is expressed by
the diagonal variance term. Any other covariances between
(Fba I0ba ) and other terms can be obtained by adding up
the off-diagonal covariances. By dividing VAR(Fba I0ba ) by
VAR(Dbio ), we can also obtain its relative contribution to the
total variance in %. In a similar way, this method also allows
separation of variance of other contributors.
2.4. Experimental Setup
[19] We ran SiBCASA globally, for each simulation, from
1851 through 2008. The initial carbon pool sizes are analytically solved by setting the time derivatives of the pools to
zero. This approximation implies biospheric steady state (net
ecosystem CO2 exchange (NEE) " 0), and this assumption
is often made for biogeochemical models since observations
of biomass are not available [Schaefer et al., 2008]. Our data
sets combined (meteorology, remotely sensed vegetation
data, and GFED3) allowed a model run with actual driver
data for the period 2000 through 2008. For each model year
from 1851–1999, the meteorological and GFED3 burned
area data were randomly selected from the 2000–2008 data
set. Therefore, our framework excluded any variability from
long-term climate change effects such as a rise in global
temperature. However, the records of atmospheric ıa and
CO2 concentration did have a realistic long-term trend. The
monthly ıa record, as a function of latitude, was based on

ice core measurements [Francey et al., 1999] and from
1989 onward on atmospheric observations (ftp://ftp.cmdl.
noaa.gov/ccg/co2c13). The long-term trend of atmospheric
CO2 was taken from curve fit of the global CO2 concentration and included observed seasonal cycles derived at sites
in the Northern Hemisphere, near equator, and Southern
Hemisphere.
[20] In this study, we performed four different simulations
(Table 1). All simulations included the prescribed records of
atmospheric CO2 and ıa , the same C3 /C4 distribution map,
and the same SiBCASA driver files as described earlier.
The ISOVAR simulation (we borrowed the same terminology as Scholze et al. [2003, 2008]) included the dynamic
fractionation scheme, whereas the ISOFIX simulation used
fixed values for C3 and C4 plant discrimination (19.2 and
4.4!, respectively) instead. In addition, the ISOFIX simulation was also restarted from 1975 onward with fixed ıa to
investigate the variability induced by atmospheric 13 C/12 C
ratios (ISOFIX-FA, Fixed Atmosphere). To investigate to
what extent the exclusion of fire disturbances will increase
the Dbio flux, we ran a fourth simulation. This simulation was
similar to ISOVAR but lacked the fire fluxes (ISOVAR-NF,
No Fires), where total NEE remained unaffected because the
excluded fire disturbances were compensated by increased
respiration.

3. Results
3.1. Total ı 13 C Budget
[21] We first address the question whether simulated terrestrial flux IAV can close simultaneously the CO2 and ı 13 C
budget under the assumption of low ocean flux IAV. Thereto,
we assume a closed CO2 budget (equation (2) and Table 2),
given the rate of change of CO2 , the rate of fossil fuel combustion, the rate of biomass burning, and the ocean exchange
to be known, and thus assign the remainder of budget to terrestrial net exchange (mean and IAV). The solution to this
“single deconvolution” is shown graphically in Figure 2a,
and increases in CO2 from Fff and Ffire are partly countered by uptake in the terrestrial biosphere and oceans. The
remainder of the emitted CO2 accumulates on average with
3.6 PgC yr–1 in the atmosphere. Note that the residual term
of –0.53 (PgC yr–1 )2 in the IAV represents the sum of the
remaining covariances between the fluxes. This value is
largely the result of negative covariances (anticorrelations)
between Nbio and Fff and between Nbio and Noce . There is,
however, no physical basis for it, but it is simply the result
of closing the CO2 balance.
[22] When filling the budget terms on the right-hand side
of equation (4) with values from SiBCASA and from other
estimates, we obtain a sum of the mean isofluxes of 13 CO2
that requires an additional $27 PgC ! yr–1 to match the
left-hand side (see Table 2). In addition, we miss totally 102
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Table 2. The 1991–2007 Averaged Observed Records of Ca d/dtıa and d/dtCa Balanced by the Flux Terms Defined by
Equations (2) and (4). The Mass Balance of CO2 and ı 13 C Include Columns Containing the Standard Deviation (1! ) and
the Variance (1! 2 ), Respectively, of the Linear Detrended IAV. Other Adopted Values, Which Are Also Averaged Over
1991–2007, Are Given in the Most Right-Hand Side Columns. Footnotes Provide the Sources of the Data
#
$
Mass Balance ı 13 C Budget PgC ! yr–1

Mean

1!

1!

–18.7

˙21.32

454.41

d/dtCa

Fff (ıff – ıa )

–141.9

˙4.00

16.00

Fff

Ffire (ıab – ıa )

–27.8

˙2.30

5.28

Ca d/dtıa

a

1!

1!

3.6

˙1.00

1.01

ıa

a

e

6.9

˙0.24

0.06

ıff

e

Ffire

f

1.8

˙0.15

0.02

(ıab – ıa ) = –" i

–2.1

˙0.19

0.04

(ıao – ıa ) = #

–3.0

˙1.19

1.42

Ca

–0.53

d/dtıa

Noce (ıao – ıa )

4.2

˙0.37

0.14

Noce

Nbio (ıab – ıa )

45.6

˙18.07

326.52

Nbio

h

Dbio

b

25.4

˙1.46

2.14

Doce

c

48.7

˙1.48

2.21

27.1

˙10.11

102.12

Other Adopted Values
2

Mean

g

residual d
a

2

#
$
Mass Balance C Budget PgC yr–1
a

covariances d

Mean
–8.0!

a

j

–28.6!
–15.2!
–2.0!

779.2 PgC
a

–0.024! yr–1

Observed global average derived from the Cooperative Air Sampling Network of NOAA/ESRL and INSTAAR/SIL.
Global average calculated from SiBCASA’s records of Fba , ıab and ıba .
c
Global average calculated from observed records of pCO2 and ı 13 C in dissolved inorganic carbon, and estimated Foa .
d
Leftover residuals to close the CO2 and ı 13 C budgets (equations (2) and (4)).
e
Global average compiled from CDIAC and British Petrol Statistical Review of World Energy.
f
Global average calculated by SiBCASA biomass burning module.
g
Global average estimated by Le Quere et al. [2007].
h
Global average estimated by closing the average carbon budget (equation (2)).
i
Difference between assimilated isotopic signature and atmospheric isotopic signature is assumed equal to SiBCASA’s fractionation
power " (equation (5)).
j
Difference between ocean dissolved isotopic signature and atmospheric isotopic signature is assumed equal to ocean fractionation (# ).
b

%
&2
PgC ! yr–1 of IAV in the simulated budget, of which
%
&2
138 PgC ! yr–1 is present in the residual term and –36
%
&2
PgC!yr–1 is present in the remainder of the covariances
%
&2
between the fluxes. Although 102 PgC!yr–1 seems like a
large missing fraction, closer inspection points to only a few
processes that dominate the budget and thus could be held
responsible. We illustrate this in Figure 2b with numerical
values again in Table 2.
[23] The mean observed ı 13 C growth rate (Ca d/dt ıa )
is negative (black line) and shows a considerable amount
of variability (mean ˙ 1! detrended standard deviation:
–18.7 ˙ 21.3 PgC ! yr–1 ). The negative sign in the
mean flux implies that the atmosphere gets more and more
depleted in 13 CO2 relative to 12 CO2 . On the mean flux
side, combustion of isotopically light fossil fuels (brown
shaded) dominates this drawdown, with small contribution from fires (red shaded). As calculated, neither one of
these terms has much variability, but the fire contribution
(–27.8 ˙ 2.3 PgC ! yr–1 ) may be a little more variable than
simulated in SiBCASA because of its intermittent nature and
capacity to shift between C3 and C4 dominated ecosystems
with large consequences for its signature.
[24] The sum of these two negative terms
($–170 PgC ! yr–1 ) is partly balanced by four positive
flux terms that tend to increase the ratio of 13 CO2 and
12
CO2 in the atmosphere. Of these four fluxes, the ocean
disequilibrium term (light blue) has the strongest impact on
the balance but is also estimated to have only small IAV
(48.7 ˙ 1.5 PgC ! yr–1 ). This large flux is a result of large

gross CO2 fluxes toward the atmosphere and the relatively
large isotopic difference between ı 13 C in the surface ocean
and atmosphere. The role of net CO2 exchange in the oceans
(blue) is small (4.2 ˙ 0.4 PgC ! yr–1 ) because of the low
IAV in ocean model simulations and the assumed constant
fractionation of –2!.
[25] Exchange with the terrestrial biosphere also contributes through a net flux and a disequilibrium term.
The net terrestrial biosphere CO2 exchange (green) contributes strongly to the mean isoflux and also causes large
IAV in simulated isofluxes (45.6 ˙ 18.1 PgC ! yr–1 ).
The terrestrial disequilibrium Dbio is important for the
mean budget, but we find that it exhibits quite low IAV
(25.4 ˙ 1.5 PgC ! yr–1 ) even when variations in C3 discrimination and changes in C3 :C4 productivity are included
(ISOVAR). When excluded, the variability reduces even
further to ˙1.2 PgC ! yr–1 (ISOFIX).
[26] So what is wrong with this simulated budget that
misses 27.1 ˙ 10.1 PgC ! yr–1 of isofluxes? Vector diagrams of the CO2 and ı 13 C budgets (Figure 1) provide us
some visual aid to recognize which of the terms can provide
extra leverage. Point A in Figure 1a represents the growth
rate that is measured in the atmosphere that we are trying
to match, but adding up all the bottom-up terms gets us
only up to point B, i.e., 27.1 PgC ! yr–1 less than needed
to close the budget. The disequilibrium fluxes do not affect
the CO2 budget; hence, they only appear as vertical vectors. So, moving from B to A can be done relatively easy if
we scale the vertical ocean and land disequilibrium vectors
as done in Alden et al. [2010]. This can be justified by the
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Figure 2. Time series of each term of the (a) CO2 budget equation (2) and (b) ı 13 C budget equation (4).
The global annual isofluxes (right-hand side of the equations) are plotted as stacked area time series.
Global annual observed d/dtCa and Ca d/dtıa (left-hand side of the equations) are plotted as a black line,
and the global annual residual isoflux is plotted as a gray line. For the discrimination and terrestrial
disequilibrium fluxes, we used SiBCASA’s ISOVAR simulation.
realization that the processes that determine these fluxes,
especially on land, are still uncertain. The gross CO2 fluxes
toward the atmosphere and the turnover times of the carbon pools as simulated in SiBCASA are not constrained by
observations. More problematic, though, is the fraction of
variability that our simulations cannot account for in the
budget. In Figure 1b, point C represents the IAV that is
observed in the atmosphere, but again we fall short with
our
% bottom-up
&2 framework and end at point D, around 100
PgC!yr–1 too low. Note that Fff and Noce only have a
small influence on the IAV budget (their arrows are packed
tightly together in the lower left corner) so adjustments to
these fluxes will hardly help close the variability gap. Ffire
might provide some additional variability given the lack of
specific burning events in Indonesia and elsewhere but is
likely not enough to close the budget. In contrast, Nbio has
a large influence on ı 13 C IAV but in a standard doubledeconvolution method Nbio cannot be adjusted without a
change in Noce . So to close the budget (moving from D to C),
we can choose two solutions: (1) to assume all missing IAV

to reside in Doce , or more likely in Dbio , as was done by Alden
et al. [2010], or (2) to project all unexplained IAV onto the
net uptake fluxes, as shown by the dashed vectors and done
in Ciais et al. [1995]. Solution 1 seems the easiest but is
not supported by our current bottom-up modeling as we will
show in the next section. Solution 2, on the other hand, gives
unrealistically large (and anticorrelating; r = –0.7) IAV in
both ocean and land uptake, but this solution is not supported
by bottom-up modeling of net ocean fluxes [e.g., Le Quere et
al., 2007]. In section 4, we will analyze the implications of
this outcome and suggest possible alternative ways to close
the budget. But first, we will examine our terrestrial disequilibrium flux in more detail and answer our second and third
research questions.
3.2. Variability in Terrestrial Fluxes
[27] The results from our Reynolds decomposition
applied on terrestrial disequilibrium flux (Dbio , equation (8))
of the ISOVAR simulation is summarized graphically in
Figure 3 in the form of a covariance matrix, of which we
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Figure 3. The outcome of Reynolds decomposition
(equation (8)) applied to a covariance matrix. The sum of the
whole matrix equals the total IAV in Dbio and is indicated
by the green border. We let the mean fluxes and disequilibrium coefficients include a linear trend over the period
investigated (1991–2007). Therefore, in our summations,
we exclude the terms (black box) between the mean terms
because they provide no information about year-to-year variations. The sum of the gray area represents only a small
portion of the total IAV, which is mainly caused by covariances between biomass burning and biological respiration
(off-diagonal terms). Everything inside the blue area represents the IAV caused by biological respiration. Contributions
are further dissected between Iba 0 (purple) and a selection of
the remainder terms (light green).
show only the important contributing terms. The summations of different terms are painted with different colors and
reappear in the schematic overview of the important variability contributions (Figure 4). The sum of the complete
matrix% gives the &detrended year-to-year variability in Dbio
2
(2.13 PgC!yr–1 , or ˙1.46 PgC ! yr–1 ). Three quarters
of the complete covariance matrix is responsible for only
4% of the total variability and is therefore omitted from
Figure 3. Our results suggest that the variability in terrestrial disequilibrium results nearly completely (96%) from
respiration-driven disequilibrium (Fba Iba ), while fire-driven
disequilibrium (Ffire Ifire ) has a negligible impact (4%). With
only a small fire flux of 1.8 PgC yr–1 and similarly small
variability (˙0.2 PgC yr–1 1! ), this result was expected.
The contribution from fires can potentially be enhanced by
higher fire emissions during El Niño events (e.g., 1997–
1998), but in SiBCASA, we do not simulate all process,
like peat burning, thought to contribute to additional high
fire emissions. Even if we would have more IAV in the
fire flux, it will likely not affect the total disequilibrium
flux that much. The year-to-year changes in the fire isodisequilibrium coefficient scale only with a fire flux of 2 to
3 PgC/yr, whereas changes in the respiration isodisequilibrium coefficient scale with a much large respiration flux.
Despite the small size of the variability, there is a signif-

icant $10% impact of fires on global total disequilibrium
because fires shorten the residence time of carbon in the biosphere and hence decrease the difference between respired
carbon and assimilated carbon. This mostly affects tropical fluxes, where fires are more predominant and residence
times are generally longer than for C4 herbaceous plant
species. Between 1991 and 2007, the ISOVAR-NF simulation had a global average Dbio flux of 27.1 PgC ! yr–1
instead of 25.4 PgC ! yr–1 in the standard ISOVAR
simulation.
[28] From the 96% of respiration-driven IAV in disequilibrium, only 6% comes from IAV in the respiration flux
Fba (green), and 90% comes from IAV in the disequilibrium forcing coefficient Iba (purple). This agrees well with
the conclusions of Scholze et al. [2008] and of Alden et al.
[2010], who also ascribe terrestrial disequilibrium variability
to the isotopic forcing rather than the respiration variations.
Physically, this is consistent with the idea that the large terrestrial carbon pools from which respiration emerges limit
the degree to which it can vary. Variability in Iba is further decomposed in three parts: (1) 19% of variability in
Iba results from variations in global averaging of the discrimination factor " as the relative uptake (GPP) over C3
vegetated areas (with large "C3 ) and C4 (with small "C4 )
vegetated areas shifts. For example, a 0.5% relative increase
of C4 GPP causes a 0.08! reduction in global average ".
(2) 48% results from variations in the atmospheric deltaa ,
which together with the global " determines ıab , and (3)
another 33% comes from changes in "C3 , which is the second contributor to global " and was assumed to vary only
in C3 plants and acted mostly as a short-term response to
drought conditions. This latter contribution was excluded in
the ISOFIX simulation, and its variability in our simulations
is slightly smaller than in Scholze et al. [2003]. In contrast,
our simulations show larger variations in the C3 /C4 contributions to global " instead of "C3 . Comparing against the
total variability in Dbio , the three contributors in Iba together
represent 90% of the variability with the following relative
contributions: (1) 17%, (2) 43%, and (3) 30%.
[29] Because the variability from Dbio is rather low, much
of the terrestrial variability originates from the net exchange
flux (Nbio ), as we have seen in the previous section. An
interesting aspect is that less IAV in Nbio and Noce is required
to explain the observed year-to-year changes in atmospheric
CO2 and ı 13 C if GPP and plant discrimination covary in
response to drought stress. This idea was first presented by
Randerson et al. [2002], who assumed that a 1% increase
in GPP would result in a 0.5% increase in discrimination when solving their double-deconvolution setup. This
resulted in a substantial reduction of the minimum to maximum range of the yearly terrestrial and ocean carbon sinks
(0.7 PgC yr–1 and 0.4 PgC yr–1 , respectively), compared to a
double deconvolution with constant discrimination.
[30] In SiBCASA, the drought responses of C3 GPP and
fractionation are included in the model itself, as increases
in vapor pressure deficit and water stress tend to close the
leaf stomata. This reduces GPP and the daytime chloroplastatmosphere (Cc /Ca ) ratio and, hence, simultaneously reduces
"C3 through equation (1). We find that linearly detrended
C3 GPP and "C3 do indeed covary (r = +0.6) as hypothesized by Randerson et al. [2002], but only 10% of
the total variability in the isoflux (FC3ab "C3 ) comes from
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Figure 4. Schematic outcome of the important processes that are contributing to the total IAV in ISOVAR Dbio (2.13 [PgC!yr–1 ]2 , 1! 2 ). Colors and percentages of the different components correspond with
the summed areas in the covariance matrix in Figure 3. The numbered processes include 1! standard
deviation and 1! 2 variance between parentheses. At the top of the figure, the total detrended variability
in Dbio , which holds obviously 100% of the IAV, is separated into a respiration component (2.05/2.13 =
96% of total IAV) and a rest term that includes fire effects (0.08/2.13 = 4% of total IAV). The respiration component is further separated into contributions from Fba I0ba (1.93/2.13 = 90%) and F0ba Iba including
other rest terms (0.12/2.13 = 6%). In Fba I0ba , the fluctuations originate from three processes: variability in
C3 /C4 uptake ratio affecting global " (19%), variability in "C3 (33%), and variability in ıa (48%). The
variability from changes in C3 and C4 uptake was determined from the variance in the ISOFIX-FA simulation. The variability from "C3 was determined by taking the difference in variance between ISOVAR
with the ISOFIX simulations. The ıa variability was determined by comparing the variance of ISOFIX
and ISOFIX-FA.
covariances instead of the 45% we would obtain if we used
the GPP-"C3 dependence proposed by Randerson et al.
[2002]. This raises an important question about whether the
Randerson et al. [2002] hypothesis is realistic or whether the
sensitivity of GPP and discrimination to climate variations
is parameterized correctly in SiBCASA.
3.3. Variability in ı 13 C Observations
[31] Looking at Table 2, the single largest number in the
IAV budget of ı 13 C is the variation in the growth rate itself
(Ca d/dtıa ). This number is the product of a very large atmospheric CO2 abundance (Ca ) and a small ıa growth rate
(d/dt). As a consequence, small errors in the growth rate of
ıa are strongly magnified in the final budget, and we will
therefore look more closely at its uncertainty.
[32] The red line in the first two panels of Figure 5 shows
the 17 year evolution of CO2 and ıa as determined from a
set of 39 marine boundary layer (MBL) sites. The seasonal
variations in CO2 and ıa clearly anticorrelate as summertime
CO2 uptake leaves the atmosphere heavier in 13 C, while on
the decadal time scale the increase of CO2 due to fossil fuel

emissions causes an opposite trend in ıa as isotopically light
fossil fuel carbon (–28.6!) is added. The annual growth
rate for ıa in the third panel is determined from difference
between the first ıa value of one year minus the first ıa value
of the previous year, as is commonly done. The similarity
between the ıa growth rate in the third panel and the isoflux
term (Ca d/dtıa ) in the fourth panel indicates that the IAV in
the latter term is dominated by ıa growth rate variations and
not by Ca variability.
[33] To determine the uncertainty in the growth rate
and atmospheric isoflux, we followed the bootstrapping
procedure introduced by Masarie and Tans [1995] in which
100 alternative atmospheric monitoring configurations for
the global network were used. Thereto, 39 random sites
(with repetition) were drawn from the available network of
39 observing MBL sites and subsequently used to determine
d/dtıa and Ca d/dtıa . We made sure that the random set of
MBL sites specified for ıa were identical to those for CO2
for each bootstrap realization. This ensures that CO2 and ıa
trends determined from each bootstrap run are comparable.
This random selection of sites thus addresses the uncertainty
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Figure 5. Four time series of ıa , Ca , d/dtıa , and Ca d/dtıa . In the first panel, we displayed the 100 realizations of ıa of the bootstrap analysis (gray) and the mean ıa in ! (red). The same configuration is shown
in the second panel but now for the atmospheric CO2 content in PgC. By taking the first ıa weekly value
from one year minus the first weekly value of the previous year, we determined the mean (red) and each
of the 100 (gray) d/dtıa and Ca d/dtıa , respectively. The last two panels are accompanied by a distribution
histogram showing the IAV in 1! 2 ([!yr–1 ]2 and [PgC!yr–1 ]2 ) of each of the 100 realizations.
in the global Ca d/dtıa that results from an incomplete and
uneven coverage of the globe by the network. The different
growth rates resulting from this bootstrap analysis are shown
graphically in the four panels in Figure 5 with the gray lines.
[34] When we next determine the IAV (1! 2 , over
17 years) in each of the 100 realizations, it is distributed
like the histograms on the right-hand-side of the third and
fourth panels. The mean of the 100 IAVs is around 450
[PgC!yr–1 ]2 , which is by definition the same as the IAV
of the mean realization that was recorded in Table 2. But
most importantly, we find that this IAV can deviate significantly
and &might be as small as 400 or or as big as 500
%
2
PgC!yr–1 within a 68% confidence interval. In other
words, the IAV in the global growth rate of ıa leaves significant room for smaller, or greater, atmospheric variability.
This confidence interval is about 3 times larger than the
calibration variability in ıa measurements [Alden et al.,
2010].
[35] This result has possible consequences for our analysis of the IAV budget of ıa . If the true atmospheric
IAV is indeed toward the low end of our estimates (1! :
20 PgC ! yr–1 , 1! 2 : 400 [PgC!yr–1 ]2 ), the residual IAV
needed to close the budget would be only ˙6.9 PgC ! yr–1
instead of our current 10.1 PgC ! yr–1 (see Table 2).

The unexplained fraction of IAV to be projected onto net
terrestrial and ocean CO2 fluxes in a traditional double
deconvolution with CO2 and ıa would thus be smaller and
so would the IAV in the resulting fluxes. For the oceans,
this would mean that atmospherically based estimates come
in closer agreement with bottom-up ocean models, just like
Alden et al. [2010] achieved with an IAV increase in disequilibrium fluxes. But also, net terrestrial CO2 flux IAV
would be lowered, bringing the large IAV (˙1.6 PgC yr–1 )
currently estimated in a double deconvolution a little bit
closer (a reduction of $0.2 PgC yr–1 in standard deviation)
to estimates based on CO2 observations only (˙1.2 PgC/yr).
We note, however, that this sensitivity is not large enough to
bring bottom-up modeling and single-deconvolution-based
flux estimates in full agreement with the double deconvolution, as the latter still puts substantial amount of variability
in Noce . Also, the assumption that atmospheric IAV is lower
than assumed can equally likely be replaced by the assumption that it is higher than assumed, until we investigate in
more detail the ability of the current observing network to
detect all variations in d/dtıa resulting from all terrestrial and
ocean carbon exchange. Attempts to better interpret these
variations are currently undertaken but beyond the scope of
this work.
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4. Discussion
13

4.1. Interannual Variability in Global ı C
Budget Explained
[36] This study demonstrates a dichotomy between
bottom-up and top-down estimates of the IAV of the disequilibrium flux. From a top-down perspective, a closed
ı 13 C budget with low variability in net ocean exchange
can be achieved if a substantial fraction of IAV resides
in the terrestrial disequilibrium flux (˙12.5 PgC ! yr–1
in Alden et al. [2010]). However, the bottom-up simulated
variability in the terrestrial disequilibrium flux, as calculated
in this study, is 8 times smaller (˙1.5 PgC ! yr–1 ). Like in
the studies of Scholze et al. [2003, 2008], our results suggest that IAV in C3 discrimination ("C3 ) is one of the drivers
of the IAV in Dbio . As these two bottom-up terrestrial 13 C
models agree on a rather small year-to-year variability in the
global discrimination, our study suggests that other factors
beside "C3 (such as underestimated variations in modeled
C3 and C4 productivity) contribute substantially to the IAV
in Dbio but are not nearly sufficient to produce the suggested ˙12.5 PgC ! yr–1 Dbio variations in Alden et al.
[2010]. It is very well possible that the fractionation parameterization scheme used (including stomatal conductance)
is lacking sensitivity to water stress. Further investigations
of the sensitivity of stomatal conductance to atmospheric
water vapor, radiation, and temperature need to be undertaken in the future, since these properties together have an
effect on the isotopic fractionation. Additional sensitivity in
"C3 could also depend on the chosen stomatal conductance
formulation as shown by Ballantyne et al. [2010]. More IAV
in either C3 /C4 distributions or their relative responses to
climate anomalies could invoke more IAV in global ", and
thus indirectly in Dbio as well. So we either have to find our
answers here or partly also in the other terms in the budget
equation to explain the unaccounted fraction of variability.
[37] The traditional double deconvolution as presented
under option (2) in section 3.1 and displayed in Figure 1b
(dashed lines) deserves some further discussion. The suggestion that the mean residual can fairly easily be absorbed
by Dbio or Doce is already discussed in section 3.1 and in
Alden et al. [2010]. As a result, the 17 year average land sink
Nbio and ocean sink Noce would remain unchanged: –3 and
–2.1 PgC yr–1 , respectively. However, IAV in Nbio and Noce
increases considerably toward ˙1.6 and ˙0.9 PgC yr–1 with
a strong anticorrelation as noted. The latter number for ocean
IAV is not considered realistic based on recent ocean carbon exchange estimates [e.g., Le Quere et al., 2007], but also
the variability for biospheric exchange is higher than estimated by, for instance, CarbonTracker [Peters et al., 2007].
The latter is based on CO2 alone and could thus simply miss
the information from ı 13 C, but first attempts suggest that
also in a spatially explicit inversion of CO2 and ı 13 C in this
framework, unrealistic IAV in ocean and terrestrial exchange
deteriorates the results. Future ı 13 C inversions, whether spatially explicit or based on double deconvolution, should
therefore proceed with caution and carefully deal with other
terms (Dbio and Doce ) when using atmospheric time series of
multiyear time periods.
[38] One of the budget terms under investigation was the
atmosphere. In section 3.3, we have seen that the constraint
on the IAV of ıa growth rate might not be as robust as

previously thought. Out of the 100 realistic realizations
of
%
&2
Ca d/dtıa , we found a realistic spread of ˙50 PgC!yr–1
in the IAV, which is large compared to most variance terms
in Table 2. One of the limitations of the network used is
that the region with likely high isotopic variability is also
the one that is least observed. Tropical carbon exchange
is a strong mixture of C3 and C4 dominated species, and
their signals are quickly transported from the surface to
higher altitudes and hidden from the network for some time.
Interannual variations in the vertical mixing strength would
furthermore contribute to the signal that was remaining at the
surface, but it cannot be accounted for in the global mass balance calculations presented here. Inclusion of vertical profile
observations that are increasingly becoming available could
help close the budget of ı 13 C further. The large uncertainty
on IAV in the atmospheric burden also poses the question
whether previous carbon flux inversion studies that included
atmospheric ıa took the “lack of constraint” in observed
IAV in consideration and as a result invoked too high IAV
in the ocean and terrestrial net exchanges fluxes. However,
it should be noted that our analysis of the 13 C growth rate
uncertainty
% could just
&2 as likely enlarge the residual variance
of 100 PgC!yr–1 as reduce it; the central value of IAV
for the growth rate is still 450 [PgC!yr–1 ]2 .
[39] Could Doce pose as another candidate for additional
IAV? As in Alden et al. [2010], we assume that the ocean
disequilibrium IAV is already reasonably described and an
13
unlikely source
C variability. The small
% for atmospheric
&
–1 2
IAV of $2 PgC!yr
in the calculated value of Doce
(see Table 2 and Figure 4 in Alden et al. [2010]) results
from interannual changes in both Ioce and Foa . For Ioce (=
ıoa – ıao ), ıao changes interannually purely as a function of
declining ıa . The ıoa changes as a result of changing surface ocean 13 C of DIC, prescribed according to Figure 15
in Gruber et al. [1999]. The impact of changes in 13 C of
DIC resulting from, e.g., reduction in upwelling waters in
the eastern tropical Pacific during El Niño and the impact of
sea surface temperature (SST) changes affecting the equilibrium fractionation factor [Zhang et al., 1995] are neglected.
Foa is parameterized as a function of surface ocean pCO2 and
wind speed, after Takahashi et al. [2009]. Although pCO2
is assumed to increase according to the atmospheric CO2
trend, wind speed (and solubility) is assumed to be constant
year to year. While there is some room for additional variability beyond what is specified, the argument put forward
in section 3.2 that respiration variability is fundamentally
limited by the large pool sizes from which it comes is even
truer for the gross ocean to atmosphere flux. Uncertainty in
the IAV of Ioce resulting from changes in 13 C of DIC are
probably small because of the pool size effect. Sea surface
temperatures can affect the equilibrium fractionation factor at a rate of 0.1!/K [Zhang et al., 1995]. In the ENSO
regions, SST can change significantly, but these are also
regions of low wind speed where Foa (and thus Doce ) is likely
to be small. Although the IAV of Doce deserves more rigorous treatment, we feel it is an unlikely candidate to explain
the residual variance in Table 2.
[40] Fires likely contribute more to IAV in the CO2 and
Ca d/dtıa records than currently modeled in SiBCASA. The
IAV in the recent GFED3-CASA fire estimates [van der Werf
et al., 2010], which does include the El Niño 1997–1998
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peak of 2.8 PgC/yr, has an IAV of 0.37 PgC yr–1 . In the
Ca d/dtıa budget, it comes down to an IAV of 5.6 PgC ! yr–1
(30 [PgC!yr–1 ]2 ). This is obviously larger than the
SiBCASA estimates (2.3 PgC ! yr–1 ); however, it is
not enough to account for the whole residual term (100
[PgC!yr–1 ]2 ).
[41] Another potential candidate that can account for the
unexplained fraction of variability is the fossil fuel isoflux.
If we assume ˙0.2 PgC yr–1 as a realistic uncertainty in
Fff and prescribe this as IAV, we need an IAV of ˙1.3!
(1! ) in global mean ıff to produce a fossil fuel isoflux with
enough IAV to close the variability gap. But is such an IAV
in ıff realistic? The total yearly isotopic ratio ıff can be separated into contributions from different fuel types, where each
type has its#own characteristical range of
$ isotopic signatures,
i.e., ıff = Fcoal ıcoal + Foil ıoil + Fgas ıgas /Fff . The signatures
themselves have uncertainties, but ıcoal and ıoil are known
to be within 1–2!. The isotopic composition of natural gas
is much more variable, and even within a single production field the isotopic signature can vary widely. The global
average isotopic signature for natural gas is typically –44!,
while odd deviations exist if natural gas is either associated
with coal or with marine sediments (–20 or –100!, respectively [Andres et al., 2000]). This makes the estimation of
global weighted averages difficult [Andres et al., 2000], and
in that light, varying contributions to the global total fossil fuel mixture by natural gas of varying isotopic signatures
could provide additional IAV. Interestingly, in the past when
Fff was 4 or 5 PgC yr–1 , both uncertainty and variability in
ıff was only half as important as it is today.
4.2. Assessment 13 C Model Framework
[42] The LPJ adaptation of Scholze et al. [2003, 2008]
is one of the few models available to compare our 13 C
framework with. Even though observed GPP at flux towers
indicates that SiBCASA performs better overall than LPJ
(K. Schaefer, personal communication, 2011), the overall
results in " and disequilibrium flux are similar. We, however, observe in " a much greater contribution from changes
in C3 and C4 productivity rather than from changes in the
fractionation factor. This difference primarily stems from the
amount of C4 photosynthesis: where Scholze et al. [2003]
lacks C4 land use (pastures and crops) and, hence, assigns
less than 10% of the total photosynthesis to C4 GPP, we
assign 30%, which acts more heavily on the assimilated
weighted value of ".
[43] Another disparity between the models is the different explanations for the long-term trends of " observed in
ISOVAR. Both models show an increase of 0.3–0.5! in discrimination over the course of the 20th century. We found
that (1) long-term increases in C3 GPP at the expense of
C4 GPP forced the global plant discrimination to rise and
(2) increases in atmospheric CO2 raised the chloroplastatmosphere CO2 ratio and subsequently raised the C3 plant
discrimination factor at leaf level. Scholze et al. [2003]
ascribes the trend mainly to the response of plants to
increased water stress. In our study, long-term changes in the
meteorological forcing were not included, which could have
added up as an additional effect on the " trend.
[44] The differences in ISOVAR disequilibrium isoflux
between Scholze et al. [2008] (34.8 PgC ! yr–1 ) and this
study (25.4 PgC ! yr–1 ) at the end of the simulation period

is most likely a consequence of differences in heterotrophic
respiration fluxes (69.4 PgC yr–1 compared to 52.3 PgC yr–1
in our study). Globally, the average disequilibrium forcing coefficient Iba was estimated at 0.23! for 1991–2007.
This coefficient being scaled with the autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration flux (total 110 PgC yr–1 ) and a small
flux due to biomass burning gives a disequilibrium flux and
IAV of 25.4 ˙ 1.5 PgC ! yr–1 . If we would base Dbio
solely on heterotrophic respiration, as done in most other
studies, Iba would become 0.48!, and Dbio would become
24.9 ˙ 1.1 PgC ! yr–1 . Note that IAV in Dbio would even
be smaller. These results compared well with other experiments. In 1988 (for comparison), Iba was estimated at 0.42!
if it would be based on heterotrophic respiration. This value
lies in the middle to the ones found elsewhere for the same
year. For example, Joos and Bruno [1998] reported 0.43!,
Scholze et al. [2008] reported 0.59!, Alden et al. [2010]
reported 0.40!, and Fung et al. [1997] reported 0.33!.
Tans et al. [1993] reported 0.20! as an average for the
period 1970–1990. Even so, toward the atmosphere, the low
values of our Iba were compensated by a larger respiration
flux (heterotrophic + autotrophic), thus maintaining a similar
disequilibrium flux Dbio with other published experiments.

5. Conclusion
[45] To conclude, we answer our main research questions:
[46] 1. Our new terrestrial bottom-up results cannot confirm the suggestion of a closed ı 13 C budget that allows
low prescribed ocean net exchange variability. Because
our model calculates low interannual variability in terrestrial disequilibrium flux, it suggests that other terms in the
mass balance must accommodate the unaccounted variability. We identify several possible candidates: the atmospheric
term, the fossil fuel emissions, and the terrestrial CO2 net
exchange term. Considering that we underestimate the IAV
in forest fires, it could also explain a portion of the necessary
leverage.
[47] 2. We found that C3 GPP and "C3 do covary as suggested by Randerson et al. [2002], but their contribution to
the variance in the C3 -only uptake isoflux is rather small
(10%).
[48] 3. And finally, we found that variations in "C3 , C3 ,
and C4 productivity and ıa are the main drivers of variability in the disequilibrium flux. Fire and respiration variations
play a minor role. We cannot rule out the possibility of
more variability in globally averaged plant discrimination,
either as a result of higher C3 discrimination sensitivity to
water stress than parameterized in the model or more IAV
in either C3 /C4 distributions or their relative responses to
climate anomalies.
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